EXPLORE & EXPERIENCE
INDIA’S LARGEST 3 DAYS NON-STOP MRO EXHIBITION

For Booking, Contact
sales@mroxpoindia.com
Why INDIA for MRO XPO?
India is at the peak of its early stage for MRO Growth – Forecasted by Government of India to reach double of its current value at $4 Billion by 2030. We invite you to explore India’s Innovative MRO Ecosystem that is Inspiring Growth Across Nations.

03 DAYS
40+ MRO EXHIBITORS

WHO EXHIBITS
- Engines
- Airframes
- Aircraft Interior
- Components
- Landing Gear/Wheels/Brakes
- Civil MRO
- Defence MRO
- Parts Distributors
- AOG Cargo / Aerospace logistics
- Asset Management
- Avionics/Instruments
- Hydraulics/Pneumatics
- Leasing/Financial Services
- MRO Software Companies
- Aircraft Machinery & Equipment Companies

VISITORS PROFILE
- Airlines
- Aerospace Engineers / AMEs
- Airport Operators
- Civil Aviation Authorities / Regulators
- Consultants
- Flight Simulator Trainers
- Aerospace Logistics Cos.
- Human Resource Management
- Engine Leasing / Financing Companies / Insurance
- Maintenance / Repair & Overhaul Agencies
- Purchasing / Procurement Agencies
- Research & Development
- MRO Services / Support

Your Passport to the Future of Global Aerospace Markets
- Forecasted $ Value 2030 4 Billions
- Annual Growth till 2030 8.9%
- No. of MRO MSMEs 10000+
- Govt. Grants Aviation FDI 100%

Immerse yourself in the transformation of India’s aerospace landscape. Participate in India’s dynamic evolution firsthand.

Embark on this journey with us.

LIMITED SPACE UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES
Unveil the future of Aerospace And Defence MRO. From essential parts to advanced technology, explore the heart of aircraft maintenance and repair.

Embrace Thought-Leadership
Showcase Your Cabin Experience The Skyward Longue

GALA MRO AWARD NIGHT
Join us where excellence takes flight. Celebrate industry leaders and innovation in a night of glamour and achievement.

COLLABORATED WITH 5TH MRO SOUTH ASIA SUMMIT 2024
28-29 February, 2024
Experience excellence where leaders deep dive into crucial topics at the prestigious annual gathering of aviation and defence professionals.

Contact us
Phone: +91 7304237456
E-mail: sales@mroxpoindia.com

www.mroxpoindia.com